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Today’s Grocerant is more than 

just a Grocery store — It’s a culinary 

destination. From in-store shopping 

to home delivery, consumers are 

creating new trends and changing 

the industry.

Our line of products and consistent 

innovation help you stay ahead of 

the curve, so you can focus on 

keeping your customers happy and 

always coming back for more.



Middleby welcomes BKI
BKI is now part of the Middleby family! BKI is a leading manufacturer of rotisserie ovens, pressure 
fryers, heated display cabinets and waste management systems. BKI further strengthens our 
equipment footprint into the deli and grocerant space.

One stop deli and bakery provider
Middleby products are in every major grocery retailer nationwide. But did you know, that in addition to the Middleby brand we o�er 
some of the most recognizable and reliable brands available?

Small space ventless grocerant dream team
With the boom in urban construction comes the need for a small footprint urban market. Imagine a marketplace in an o�ce or condominium 
building where you have hundreds or thousands of customers. They’re looking for convenience and fresh food. You need a solution that won’t 
blow your budget. 

Consider this Middleby ventless Deli/Bakery combination:
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EVO America (100% ventless, no hood, 
no vents required) pop up kitchen 
concept, specialty showcase in store 
cooking 

Blodgett Combi with Hoodini 
(100% ventless, no hood, no vents 
required) Grill, bake, steam, 
rethermalize

Turbochef (100% ventless, no hood, no 
vent required) Best in class and the 
original speed cooking manufacturer

Bakery
Mixing
Rounding
Proofing
Baking
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Deli
Grill
Bake
Steam
Combination cook
Merchandise
Chill and then 
thermalize

Built and designed to make 
your life easier.

From Ice to Ice Tea, Co�ee to 
Cappuccino, Milk shakes to frozen 
delights we can quench what you 
thirst for. 


